INSTRUCTOR USER GUIDE
Case Files: Teaching Cases, also referred to as Teaching Case Files, is an unrivaled collection of peerreviewed clinical cases grounded in high quality pedagogy and designed specifically for active and
experiential learning. The collection features clinical, peer-reviewed cases covered in medical curricula
and knowledge comprehension and assessment taken from the United States Medical Licensing
Examination (USMLE) outline.
Our collection of cases spans the medical field, and each case has multiple components designed to
support contextual learning. Teaching Case Files integrates basic sciences with clinical exposure to align
with an increasingly integrated 4-year medical curricula. Essential concepts woven into the cases include
basic sciences, communication and professionalism, ethics and cultural sensitivity, epidemiology and
statistics, and patient safety and quality improvement.
In addition to Dr. Eugene Toy, Editor in Chief, all case authors are content experts, including physicians,
scientists, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants who are also recognized medical educators.

Key Stakeholders
In Teaching Case Files, there are three user types each with a different login. The user types are the
admin, instructor (faculty), and student described below. Each user type may sign in to Teaching Case
Files at: https://teachingcasefiles.com/.
▪

Admin: A subscription requires an administrator(s) who creates instructor accounts and
communicates the login with instructors. The admin account (login credentials provided in
welcome letter) is where you will create and manage user types (instructor and student), as well
as create and manage class sections. The admin account also includes tools for pulling user login
usage reports. Details on how to create and manage users and class sections, how to pull usage
reports, and other information can be found in this guide below.

▪

Instructor (Faculty): The instructor account holds all case content and visibility controls for
students. The instructor account is where your instructors may share cases, assign quizzes, view
student performance data, and manage their own class sections and student users separately
from the admin account. It is encouraged for instructors to create and manage their class
sections and student users rather than the admin. Details on the functionality, features, and
tools in the instructor account can be found in the Instructor User Guide.

▪

Student: The student account is where your students may view shared cases and complete
assigned quizzes.

For any assistance with setup, login, or for other questions, please reach out to User Services at
userservices@mheducation.com.
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The Instructor User Guide provides step-by-step instructions for setting up your Teaching Case Files
account, including how to share, assign, and manage cases and quizzes; navigate instructor controls; and
manage students. For help, visit the Access User Center page on Teaching Case Files or contact User
Services at McGraw-Hill (userservices@mheducation.com).
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Sign In
▪

Visit https://teachingcasefiles.com/ and select “Sign In” in the upper-right.

▪

Sign in with your instructor username and password. If you do not know your username or
password, contact User Services (userservices@mheducation.com).
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Task Bar
Use the Task Bar above the case list to filter and search for cases.
The Task Bar in the instructor login in Teaching Case Files allows the user to filter cases by Disciplines,
Organ Systems, and Competencies.
•
•
•
•

Disciplines -- filter cases to those in basic sciences and clinical disciplines
Organ Systems -- filter cases by more clinical-related areas
Competency -- filter cases by clinical competency areas important for an effective,
functioning clinician
Key Theme – filter cases by medical conditions and risk factors

The Task Bar also allows the user to search for cases by name, author, diseases, or competencies.
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Share and Assign Cases
▪
▪

▪

To share a preclinical or clinical case and assign a quiz, from the “Case List” page, select the blue
“Share” and “Assign Quiz” links.
Once shared or assigned, the link becomes green. Update visibility controls on cases by selecting
the green “Shared” or “Assigned” links. Edit information such as due date, class assigned, and
instructions.

After selecting the blue “Share” link, you may enter instructions for the students (optional),
accessible date and time, and enable the discussion boards in the case. When updating an
already assigned case, you may “Hide” the discussion board if enabled.
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▪

▪
▪
▪

Thought questions are indicated with a gold dot. Directed questions are indicated with a blue
dot. Depending on the visibility, the dots will appear solid (visibility on) or outlined (visibility off).
Answers are indicated with a green outlined (not visible) or solid dot (visible) with a check mark.
Select the “All Questions Types” dropdown menu to filter question types.
Use the on/off visibility button with each question to turn questions on or off individually.
Select “Reset” to reset the default visibility. By default, all questions are turned on, and all
answers are turned off.
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▪

Navigate between Session 1 and Session 2 questions by using the dropdown arrow or scrolling
to select the next session.

▪

Key points and references may be made visible.

▪

After customizing the case visibility, select “Share Now” to share the case with the class section.
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Case Navigation
▪

An overview of the case, including an option to update the shared case, is available in the case.

▪

The case “Overview” tab provides an overview, teaching notes, and key themes and suggested
readings from AccessMedicine: Case Files Collection.
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▪

The case “Educational Objectives” tab provides learning objectives for the case.

▪

The case “Curricular Map” tab provides the disciplines, systems, competencies, and key themes
of the case.
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▪

The case “Instructional Resources” tab provides relevant instructional resources and a table
mapped to the case educational objectives.

Case Questions
▪

▪

The case “Case Questions” tab provides the case information and questions. Use the sidebar to
expand or collapse the session; navigate among case questions; and navigate among sessions,
key points, references, summary page for faculty, and the case quiz assignment.
Select “Present” to present the case to the class.
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▪

In “Present” mode, a new window opens to use when presenting to the class. Use the left and
right-hand side arrows to move to the next slide. Use the navigation bar along the bottom to
track your place and skip around.

▪

Select a thought question (gold dot) from the sidebar to access suggested answers, student
responses, and to present the question and answers.
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▪

Select a directed question (blue dot) from the sidebar to access directed case questions which
include the discussion board response areas if enabled by the instructor (see page 5).

▪

Select a directed question case answer from the sidebar to access answers to the questions.
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Quiz Assignments
▪

Use the “Quiz Assignments” tab to view student responses to a quiz assignment and update or
delete a quiz assignment.

▪

Instructors can view total marks, performance percentage, and completion percentage, as well
as view student responses and provide feedback on each question
Green score indicates the student answered correctly; Red score indicates the student answered
incorrectly; Dash indicates the question was skipped

▪
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▪

Instructors can select a student’s response to any question and enter feedback for the student
to view in their login
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Manage Class
▪
▪
▪
▪

In the left menu, select “Manage Class” to manage student user accounts and class sections
Toggle between active and disabled class sections
Select “+ Class Section” to create a new class section
Select from the list of active class sections to manage the class section selected

▪

When creating a new class section, select “+ Class Section” in the upper-right and enter the
name and select Teaching Case Collection as the course.
After saving, the option to “Add Multiple Students” will enable, allowing you to enter or
copy/paste student email addresses separated by a comma. When added through the instructor
account, students receive an auto-generated email with instructions to complete their account
setup.

▪
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▪
▪
▪

Select a class section to manage student users in that class section or to add new students or
deactivate students
Select the + icon to manually add one new student. Use “Add Multiple Students” to add
students’ email addresses separated by a comma to batch upload multiple students
Use the Action dropdown to perform an action on student accounts and class section, including
deactivate selected students (those selected in the check boxes in the class roster), reset
password, edit student information, add a co-teacher, disable the class section, and move
students to a different class section.
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Manage Your Account
▪
▪

Once signed in, you may view and edit your profile information in the left menu by selecting
your profile username or image.
You may edit the account name, email address, and password from the profile page.

Resources and Support
Please visit the Access User Center page on Teaching Case Files for additional instructional resources,
tutorials, and user guides.
For help and training, contact User Services (userservices@mheducation.com).
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